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Cloud is not a technology in itself. It is an approach to building IT services in a 
convenient, on-demand way to access configurable computing resources.  
The cloud has a key role in today’s digital transformation, as multiple cloud platforms 
now become IT’s de facto reality, with data needing to be captured from multiple 
sources, held and analysed to drive business outcomes.

Clouds offer easy access to IT resources as and when you need them, reducing the cost 
and burden of ongoing hardware, data centre or resource management and procurement. 
Depending on your business cloud maturity, you may be facing many challenges, like lack of 
resources or experience, security issues, managing your cloud spend or linking your data to 
the cloud. 

Public clouds are the perfect choice for enterprises starting out on their cloud journey or 
for companies who need to adopt a flexible and cost-efficient platform for public workload 
sharing. They are also ideal for IT professionals to deliver quick and scalable test or 
development environments.

Vodafone Business offers a choice of Cloud Infrastructure Services and Management 
Platforms so that your business can be confidently connected in the cloud.

What are Cloud Infrastructure  
Services and Management Platforms?

“62% of public cloud adopters are using 2 or more unique cloud environments or platforms.

74% of enterprises describe their strategy as hybrid/multi-cloud today.”
                                                                                                                                                                                   - Forrester

“More than $1.3 trillion in IT spending will be directly or indirectly affected by the shift to 
cloud by 2022, a corporate ‘no-cloud’ policy will be as rare as a ‘no-internet’ policy is today.”

                                                                                                                                                                                  - Gartner
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Your choice of public and private clouds

We offer a choice of public and private clouds that are simple to connect and operate. Vodafone Public 
Cloud Services include on-demand cloud computing platforms for companies and governmental 
organisations. 

Public Cloud is designed to connect your people, places and things to the network in a quick and efficient 
way. Vodafone Private Cloud provides all the benefits of your virtualised, on-premise workloads, delivered 
in a secure way. These cloud models can be combined to create a highly reliable and secure hybrid 
multi-cloud environment for enterprises.

Our offerings

Microsoft Azure offered by Vodafone

• Dominant national and multinational cloud provider with industry-leading security and compliance 

• Provides Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS), Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS) and Software-as-a-Service 
(SaaS) solutions that support different programming languages, tools and frameworks from

• Microsoft-specific and third-party software and systems

• Microsoft makes it very easy to migrate on-premises Windows apps and data to Azure, often just 
using migration wizards

• Enterprise expert that has data centres globally 

Amazon Web Services offered by Vodafone

• Market leader in Public Cloud IaaS services

• Provides a large catalogue of on-demand cloud computing platforms and storage services to 
individuals, companies and governments with 140 services across 19 categories

• The technology allows subscribers to have a fully-fledged virtual cluster of computers, available all the 
time, through the internet
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Alibaba Cloud offered by Vodafone

• Hyper-scale, cost-efficient Public Cloud with data centres in Germany and the UK,  
offering a gateway to China and worldwide

• Quick integration into existing corporate network with reliable cloud connectivity

• Available on a Vodafone provisioning portal to ensure the protection of customer credentials

Google Cloud Platform offered by Vodafone
• Google Cloud Platform is a suite of cloud computing services that runs on the same  

infrastructure that Google uses internally for its end-user products

• Easy-to-use artificial intelligence and machine learning capabilities are embedded in core 
solutions and infrastructure, making them accessible and easily deployed across the enterprise

• Leaders in containers and open source development

Vodafone Hosted Private Cloud
• Suits large enterprise and public sector organisations with complex IT estates,  

especially multinationals

• Best for businesses that place high importance on data security

• Helps to comply with stringent regulation of data usage

• Assists businesses looking to consolidate public cloud deployments or adopt  
multi-cloud strategies

• Ideal for critical applications that demand high performance
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Managing your business in  
a multi-cloud world
Transitioning from the traditional approach of managing on-premise IT to managing infrastructure 
as a service from a cloud requires new ways of thinking. This can become complex when faced with 
multiple clouds from multiple vendors, all with their own management frameworks and skill demands. 

With Cloud Infrastructure Services through Vodafone, enterprises have access to our Vodafone 
Business Multi-Cloud Platform (VBMP). Our platform provides access to a wide range of multi-
cloud services, covering infrastructure, professional services and managed services across traditional 
Hosting, Public and Private Cloud. The platform's simple-to-use interface removes the complexities of 
a multi-cloud strategy. 

VBMP
Vodafone Business 

Multi-Cloud Platform

Secure Cloud Access

Function/Role Based Access

Budget control & reporting

Buying process and approvals

Tailored Service Catalogue

Bolt on tools & capabilities

Public Cloud Services

Access to a range of infrastructure services frim Alibaba, AWS, Azure and GCP 

Private Cloud Services

Dedicated and on demand infrastructure delivered by Vodafone 

Cloud Managed Services

Managed services that encompasses both Public and Private Cloud services

Cloud Professional Services

Cloud services that support your journey from assessment to security

Traditional IT Service Requests

Service requests for traditional hosting and co-location moves, adds, changes

Cloud Planner

Helps determine where workloads should be placed across cloud & non cloud

Cost and Asset Manager

Insight and analysis of cloud consumption, utilisation and spend

Billing and reporting

As part of our Public Cloud services, we also offer detailed reporting at a billing level to highlight 
utilisation and spend concerns. We can extend this analysis and insight capability through more 
detailed access to the reporting or through the analytics offered by VBMP.
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Management, visibility, governance and control
Working with multiple cloud providers and types of cloud can be challenging.  
The Vodafone Business Multi-cloud Platform simplifies public cloud, while maintaining  
the appropriate governance, giving you the control you need.

Cost efficiency
Only pay for the computing power, the storage and other resources you use, freeing you 
from the burden of long-term contracts or upfront commitments. Our offering also includes 
Vodafone Cloud Assessment to provide you with insights related to costs, security and 
governance, helping you manage your cloud journey more efficiently.

Global footprint and local presence
Take advantage of a scalable, reliable and secure computing infrastructure, all connected 
to Vodafone’s secure, global network. We're able to support your growth across new places, 
new customers, new services and products.

Easy usage, convenience and support
Whether you manage your cloud natively or through our easy-to-use Multi-Cloud Platform, 
we provide a single bill and single point of support for all your cloud services. We build 
on the knowledge and expertise of AWS, Alibaba, Google and Microsoft, aligned to their 
business support package, as well as our own cloud support services, to keep your solution 
always on and secure.

Security first
A comprehensive portfolio of security services are available to develop a robust and secure 
cloud environment. Our security framework includes cloud security assessment, incident 
response and vulnerability testing, to maintain industry best practices and meet regulatory 
requirements.

Our value as a cloud partner
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Our approach to delivering your cloud

Our IBM venture

Vodafone Business and IBM have joined forces in a venture that combines the best of global 
connectivity and multi-cloud to help you succeed. You can call on IBM’s world-class consulting and 
advisory services specific to your industry to help you achieve the results you want. Combined with 
Vodafone’s network, 5G and Edge capability, this brings new opportunities for your business.

The building blocks

Advise
We have a wide range of services to help you build a strategy, or review your current one, to ensure your 
cloud journey delivers on your business goals.

Build
As you look to how your business transforms, we can help with DevOps services, which rapidly and quickly 
deliver the digital services that underpin your strategy for growth. 

Move
When it comes to moving to cloud, not everything fits. That’s why, alongside our Managed Hosting capability, 
we can offer services to adapt your existing applications to take advantage of micro-services.  For those 
applications that fit, we have the tools and skills to move them rapidly and successfully to the right cloud.

Manage
Managing all the aspects of cloud operations, across multiple clouds, requires new approaches, thinking and 
skill sets. We can help address any gaps to make sure you get the most from cloud.
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Why Vodafone Business?

Vodafone is uniquely able to offer multiple cloud environments supported by 
management platforms, services and connectivity. It means that whatever cloud journey 
you take, we can support you along that path and provide solutions to your business 
problems, reducing complexity and risk:

• Easy-to-use platform and support

• Connectivity and network

• Cloud management platform and tools

• End-to-end business solutions and services

• Global footprint and local presence

• Innovation capabilities

Next steps

To find out more about how Cloud Infrastructure can help your business,  
get in touch with your Vodafone representative or visit  www.vodafone.com/business
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